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Physics Semester Two Review B 2006 

Multiple Choice 
~e,"! the letter ofthe choice that best completes the statement or answers the question. 

+- 1. At a fixed boundary, waves are 
a. neither reflected nor inverted. c. reflected and inverted. 
b. 	 reflected but not inverted. d. inverted but not reflected. 

2. 	 Which statement about sound waves is correct? 
a. They generally travel faster through solids than through gases. 
b. 	 They generally travel faster through gases than through solids. 
c. 	 They generally travel faster through gases than liquids. 
d. 	 They generally travel faster than light. 

G 3. 	 If you are on a train, how will the pitch of the train's whistle sound to you as the train moves? 
a. 	 The pitch will become steadily higher. 
b. 	 The pitch will become steadily lower. 
c. The pitch will not change. 
d. 	 The pitch wi1l become higher then become lower. 

4. 	 What is the lowest frequency that will resonate in a 2.0 m length organ pipe closed at one end? The speed of 
sound in air at this temperature is 340 mls. 3L1D 
8. 42 Hz 	 c. 170 Hz f -:::. I -, 
b. 	 85 Hz d. 680 Hz 4 CL. ) 

C . 5. If 8 guitar string has a fundamC;fntal frequency of 500 Hz, what is the frequency of its second hannonic? 
a. 250 Hz 	 c. 1000 Hz 
b. 750 Hz d. 1500 Hz 

CA . 6. If a guitar string has a fundamental frequency of 7.50 x 1 ()2 Hz, what is the frequency of its fifth hannonic? 
a. 3750 Hz 	 c. 2000 Hz 
b. 750 Hz 	 d. 1500 Hz 

7. 	 Two violin players tuning their instruments together hear 8 beats in 2 s. What is the frequency difference 
between the two violins? 
a. 	 2 Hz c. 8Hz 
b. 	 4 Hz d. 16 Hz 

8. 	 Which portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is used in a microscope? 
a. infrared waves 	 c. visible light 
b. 	 gamma rays d. ultraviolet light 

9. 	 When a straight line is drawn perpendicular to a flat mirror at the point where an incoming ray strikes the 
mirror's surface, the angles of incidence and reflection are measured from the normal and 
a. the angles of incidence and reflection are equal. 
b. 	 the angle of incidence is greater than the angle of reflection. 
c. the angle of incidence is less than the angle of reflection. 


("j d. the angle of incidence can be greater than or less than the angle of reflection. 


------=::J 	 10. When two parallel mirrors are placed so that their reflective sides face one another, __ images form. This 
is because the image in one mirror becomes the __ for the other mirror. 
a. multiple; object 	 c. inverted; center of curvature 
b. 	 reduced; virtual image d. enlarged; focal point 
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~ II. 	A concave mirror forms a ~e at 14 cm from the mirror surface along the principal axis. If the 
corresponding object is at a"19cm distance, what is the mirror's focal length? 
a. 	 14 cm c. 12 cm 
b. 9.4 cm 	 d. 36 cm 

12. 	 A wave on a rope approaches two gratings in a row. The wave is polarized parallel to grating I and 
perpendicular to grating 2. The wave passes through 


® only grating 1. c. both gratings. 

b. only grating 2. 	 d. neither grating. 

13. 	 When light passes at an angle to the normal from one material into another material in which its speed is 
lower, 
a. 	 it is bent toward the normal to the surface. 
b. 	 it always lies along the normal to the surface. 
c. 	 it is unaffected. 
d. it is bent away from the normal to the surface. 

0.. 14. An attracting force occurs between two charged objects when 
a. 	 charges are of unlike signs. c. charges are of equal magnitude. 
b. 	 charges are of like signs. d. charges are of unequal magnitude. 

A 	 15. Two point charges, initially 2 cm apart, are moved to a distance of 10 cm apart. By what factor do the 
resulting electric and gravitational forces between them change? 

a. 	 5 c. 
'\00 

b. 	 25 d. 
25 

Two point charges are 10.0 cm apart and have charges of2.0 pC and -2.0 pC, respectively. What is the +16. 
electric field at the midpoint between the two charges? 

-"2. 	 2. 
a. 2.9x107N/C E- kq 

~ 1.4 x 107 N/C - Y 2.

c. 7.2 x 106N/C _(G\ x )Oql(ZX~-\)(") _ ..-, '21.. l-nb 
d. 0 N/C 	 f:. - ( I~ '£0 - J • I V 

17. 	 If a lamp is measured to have a resistance of 45 n when it operates at a power of 80 W, what is the current in 

the lamp? V -= 1?:Dl R D 
a. 	 2.10A c. 0.91 A V ~ 
b. 	 1.3 A d. 0.83 A ?:: , <-4 £? 

(j 18. 	 Two resistors with values of 6.0 n and 12 n are connected in parallel. This combination is connected in iuD' 
series with a 4.0 n resistor. What is the overall resistance of this combination? .1 1 ~ -:: t.:L 
a. 0.500 	 c. 8.0 n (P 1'2.. \1
b. 2.00 d. 220 


0\ )9. If a wire is carrying a strong, steady current, the magnetic field is 

a. 	 proportional to the current and inversely proportional to the distance from the wire. ~ 
b. 	 proportional to the current and proportional to the distance from the wire. 
c. 	 inversely proportional to the current and inversely proportional to the distance from the 

wire. 
d. 	 inversely proportional to the current and proportional to the distance from the wire. 

20. 	 In a magnetized substance, the domains 
a. 	 are randomly oriented. c. line up mainly in one direction. 
b. 	 cancel each other. d. can never be reoriented. 

2 
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CA 21. 	 An electron that moves with a speed of3.0 x 1()4 m1s perpendicular to a unifonn magnetic field of 0.40 T 
experiences a force of what magnitude? (e = 1.60 x 10-19 C) f :: C1 V \3 
a.4.8xIO-I4N c.2.2xI024N ( ' \g X\\)- '~)(:?><I04X.() Lj) 
b. J.9x 	1015N d. 0 . 

22. 	 The direction of the force on a current-carrying wire in an external magnetic field is 
a. 	 perpendicular to the current only. 
b. 	 perpendicular to the magnetic field only. 
c. 	 perpendicular to the current and to the magnetic field. 
d. 	 parallel to the current and to the magnetic field. 

23. 	 What is the path of an electron moving perpendicular to a unifonn magnetic field? 
a. 	 a straight line c. an ellipse 
b. 	 a circle d. a parabola 

24. 	 Which conversion process is the basic function of the electric generator? 

@ mechanical energy to electrical energy 

b. 	 electrical energy to mechanical energy 
c. 	 low voltage to high voltage, or vice versa 
d. 	 alternating current to direct current 

25. 	 Which conversion process is the basic function of the electric motor? 
a. 	 mechanical energy to electrical energy 


electrical energy to mechanical energy 


'f 
c. low voltage to high voltage, or vice versa 
d. alternating current to direct current 


Calculate the binding energy of the carbon-I 2 nucleus. (c2 = 931.50 Me V /u; atomic masses: 
26 
I~ C = 12.000 000 u; : H = 1.007 825 u; mn = ].008665 u) 

a. 	 26.880 MeV c. 81.972 MeV 
b. 	 44.554 MeV d. 92.163 MeV 

Short Answer \ 1
·f::. I J \ \'\V~y ~ S 

27. 	 How is the relationship between period and frequency represented as an equation? ~ ellV~ 

28. 	 A boat produces a wave as it passes an aluminum can floating in a lake. Explain why the can is not carried by 

the wave motion. \'tC' \ASe ?CXvtlrus luC(A\\'l) do\'\\ ~()V(.., S\de -to stele . . . JlA.~-\ 
29. 	 Explain the relationship between local particle vibrations and overall wave motion. LJ r 1 ~ 0 W V\ SO 

+\At 	 c~ V\ \ S \'l()~ 

VVlb\Jfd +o-\v1c.. 
\J P 'V 

( 

ug \"\ 
30. 	 In the wavefonn shown above, which letter represents the amplitude of the wave? Se.e. 
31. 	 In the wavefonn shown above, what does letter C represent? 

3 
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32. What happens to the energy of a wave when the amplitude is increased? Y\ ~h-tY~~ 
33. 	 What determines the pitch of a musical note? fr-e CjueVlCIA I Wave Ul V1~ 
34. 	 What happens to pitch when the frequency of a sound wave in~eases? VJ I~ p' tCVl 
35. 	 Which carries a sound wave more rapidly, a solid or a gas? Explain. ~O\ \dS~ {~c.u~ 

. . , cf?J~) 
36. 	 Why is the pattern of standing waves that occurs in a pipe open at both ends the fa: a?tl'\at'Ofa· ·brating 

string? 	 .: c<=> 	 . . 
37. 	 How is it possible for some opera smgers to shatter a crystal goblet with their voices? -\viOl h l t -(ht.. 

M'l 	 Why are some primary colors calIed additive? \( e.SO \'l 0. V\f 
\?(Y 	 . heq\ltY)CLI 
~ 	What occurs when beams of li~~~:~~e pr{h~tIOrs are combined? J 
~ 	What occurs when light passed through a red ~It~ cfmbi~.fth light passed through a green filter? 

41. 	 The critical angle for internal reflection'ithd\ P certain };J.sparent material is found to be 48°. If entering 
light has an angle of incidence of 52°, predict whether the light will be refracted or whether it will undergo 
total internal reflection. -""\ \ \Z 

42. 	 A ray of light travels from calcite (n = 1.434) into air at an angle of35°. Predict whether the light will be 
refracted or whether it will undergo total internal reflection. (\ ' (,\ _ ~ 

0! n (j G - \ \ Lj 3Li 
8c: L)L1 

\ , 	 \j\J \\ \ oe e{Yo. ct ~ 

® Use the figure above to describe how a mirage is produced. 

44. 	 How does white light passing through a prism produce a visible spectrum? 'Deco. \A se V\J \t\ \t-c \\( V\t 
What does the pe.ceived color of each water droplet in a rainbow depend on? \ S \ \ ~c; CIJ\ 0 It, ~ ~. 

EU (V1 CO \\) 15 ~O ) 
I L

iD ~t Ioc\f\t ~ \\ ~Vl rly 
d \ t% CV\ t\ (5" 
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46. What is the position and kind of image pro~uced by the lens above? Draw .hay diagram to support your 

answer. Sma.ney \ Y\\)ev-\CQ 

\ 

So
' .A student bums a hole in a pencil with a magnifYing lens. What is the positio_n d kind of image produced ~. 

by the lens? Draw a ray diagram to support your answer. ~ 

I 

2F 

48. What is the position and kind of image produced by the lens above? Draw a ray diagram to support your 

- answer. \ Y\ \J V( se; \0\ "( r 
~ What is meant by the statement that laser produces a narrow beam of coherent light? 

~ How does a laser produce coherent light? _ 

When a conductor is given a negative charge, the charge will move on the conductor until the repUlsive 
forces between the free electrons are in-- \L.£{ C{/ y-"2----

52. What is electric force? F

53 . What is electric current? CV\Q'(~/.p Y)'1e, 
54. What are some applications of electric current?e\ect12..-fO-t"V). 

55. What are the characteristics o~rnSti~?O-..VOfsV'fWV~ I \')'W\.l..l~::".JI'\I'.t, d-\vec:tlJV1 

5 
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16 V .. 

18 V 12 n 
b ~--------~~v_----_ia 

z.~t2.\~ 
3 Re~·'sto(~

56. 	 IdentifY the types of elements in the schematic diagram above and the number of each type. 

57. 	 Draw a schematic diagram that contains one battery, two resistors, @ft; IA"ll8itcr, and one closed switch. 

\\-1 

58. 	 Which bulbs will have a current in the schematic diagram above? \)V\\\J\ \?vll \0 A 
59. 	 A bar magnet is suspended and allowed to rotate freely. If the magnetic fiei d of Earth is considered to be 

equivalent to that of a large bar magnet, which pole of the suspended magnet would point toward the 
magnetic north pole of Earth? 

60. 	 If the head of an iron nail touches a magnet, the nail will become a magnet by induction. If the nail touches 
the north pole of the magnet, what kind of pole is at the point of the nail? Explain. tJOf-rt'l see.. \0 \l\) 

61. 	 The magnetic field of a bar magnet is shown in the figure above. Is the magnet's north pole a@- 8? 

62. 	 Which magnetic pole is at the geographic North Pole of Earth?9)V+i1 

63 . 	 Describe how the right-hand rule applies to the magnetic field produced by the current in a straight 

conductor. '" \J \'Y) \? -:::-_D,-VcOh·pVl1)f- CU·VVl/Vl f 
? fA \ yY\ ~ 0)y{0110r .~~fOY~MI.IO.V\(jnvf\e0 
y\W}c.Y s- ;:; \)we(.;t\ 0·· - J 
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X X X 


64. Find the direction of the force on an proton moving through the magnetic field shown above. 

~-

65. 

Find the direction of the force on ~oving through the magnetic field shown above. 

V 

66. 

I' 

ldl 

B 
~ 
'~ 	 but " .. 

Find the direction of the force on an electron moving through the magnetic field shown above. 

r 
67. 

A negative charge is moving through a magnetic field. The direction of motion and the direction of the force 
acting on it at one moment are shown in the figure. Find the direction of the magnetic field. 

68. 	 Electrons move from the south to the north in a wire. What is the direction of the magnetic field at a point 
directly above the wire? N 

7 \A f 1.£' 
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<...o/j- List t~e essential components of a generator. 


\N ' ~Y'"e" I ~)r\L-r 
Problem 

70. 	 A ray of light passes from air into cubic zirconia (n = 2.20) at an angle of 56° to the nonnal. What is the 


refracted angle? d.."J.-.0 \I), r Y"I e', ~"}f \ Vl I:> 1. 


71. 	 A ray of light passes from air into fluorite (!' = 1-4 4\ ~~angltof 9° ~l~ !??nn"1ar. What is the refracted 

angle? I (h C; , y\ ' ~Yh..S'11 e ~ 
3 . , \ Sl Y\ \q ~ I, t.\-3 <-1 Sn A2. 

72. 	 An object is placed along the principal axis ofa thin convergmg rens'1hat has a focal length of22 em. If the 
distance from the object to the lens 's 36 cm, what is the distance from the image to the lens? 


- +..k 

73. 	 An optical fiber is made of clear ~l J~ 1.5a). Light travels through the fiber at angles ranging from 43° 

to 59°. Predict whether the light will be refracted or whether it will undergo total internal reflection when the 
cable is in the air. w . J,... _ , \ \ aD

S I V1 Qe. - I . S - ~.D 
74. What is the electric force. between an electron and a proton tbP.t~ sepmted i?.YJI\djstance ofl;q~VO-:-'o 11\? fT"ta') 

(e= 1.60 x IO-19 C kc = 8.99 x L09& 2/C2) F '!O- ~'1 :;) C'X(V" JU · (o~IO ~UCC)( lv J 
F~? ~2' ~ I ".-~ ('2- .- { . 'X IO~IG r~ 

75. 	 The amount om~e thai Jh'oves tough the filament of a microwave in 1O.O's-}s 24.2 C. What is the current 

in the microwave? ~ :; ~ 2.L.\ .Z. ~ '2. '1'2 A 
76. 	 A 2.0 kQ re"s~or 1)~.042 A OfliJot in it. Yl4at is the po~nt}!?di!f9rence across the resistor? 


V !" \ K \} -::: 2~I034)L' ptfz.. V ;;;:.~4V

77. 	 A toaster is connected across a 1 V outlet. Ifille resistahc of the toasteriS"25 n, how mucQ-ps\~r is 

dissipated in the fonn of electromagnetic radiation and heat? p = \\J P= " Yf.2..- ~ - ~ . p :;c:-J l.s:J W
:l-S ~ , 

78. 	 Three resistors with vah:~e of 11 n, 8 0, 2 n, respectively, are connected in parallel. What is their 

equivalent resistance?, \ l- t :1' f -:: ~ p..,.. -- \ . ~..l1-

79. 	 An electron moves north at a velocity of 7.3 x 1 ()4 m1s and has a magnetic force of 1.8 x 10-18 N exerted on_th ) 1/ f q 
If the magnetic fi:!d POiM war J.~J 0 .: .b .. .ts . d, whS-\ i..UJ;le magnitude of the magnetic field? f:r1" B 

~ - ,. ~ 	 ')( '''4 1. ... ..,.3t'~V\~. I A step-up trarktonne~ us 0 a 12b"V hne has 19 turns on the pnmary and 9691 turns on the secondary. ~ 
\ What is the potential difference across the secondary? 

.~ _ \1). , "20 V 
"C - 0s )9 - C{\tP\1 

Vt;~ lolWIo .3V 

8 



